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资产定价理论是公司财务理论的基础，从 1952 年 Markowitz 提出资产组合
理论来，一直备受学术界关注，MM 定理、CAPM 模型、BS 期权定价模型、有效市
场假说(EMH)的提出都成为公司财务理论领域里程碑的事件，上述理论的提出者

































































































































Asset pricing theory is the foundation of corporate finance theory, from 1952 
Markowitz brought forward the portfolio theory, has been the subject of much 
academic attention, MM theorem, CAPM model, BS option pricing model, efficient 
market hypothesis (EMH) put forward a theory of corporate finance field milestone 
events, and all the relevant authors continue to obtain the Nobel Prize in 
economics.Kaheman and Tverskey put forward he prospect theory and put foundation 
for behavioral finance research. Making research on asset pricing from the perspective 
of behavioral finance has become a hot research hotspot. Investor sentiment can have 
solid impact on asset pricing in the theoretical field has made pioneering progress; 
however, there is no unified conclusion can be reached. This paper is intended to 
study how investors affect the asset pricing, which is of great significance for the 
study of the theory of behavior asset pricing. 
Based on relevant literatures, combined with China's special institutional 
background and market situation and characteristics, taking the corporation listed in 
Chinese A stock market as research sample from 2003 July to 2014 June, to construct 
a comprehensive index of investor sentiment, and examines the overall differences in 
the effects of investor sentiment on the cross section for the different characteristics 
the company produced and the effect of investor sentiment on stock returns in time 
series, based on this, the paper further studies the relationship between investor 
sentiment and asset returns, this paper attempts from the perspective of behavioral 
finance, explain the relationship between asset returns and their style for investor 
sentiment, so as to construct the analysis framework of investor sentiment a system of 
asset pricing. 
This paper consists of eight chapters, each of which has the following contents:  
Chapter I introduces the research background、methods and potential innovations 
of this paper.  















sentiment is one of the determinants of asset pricing. I also review and  make 
comment on literature relating to  investor sentiment、security return and their 
interactive relationship. 
Chapter III forms a composite index of sentiment using principal components 
analysis and perform verifying test.  
Chapters IV investigates the impact on security in cross section from investor 
sentiment. 
Chapter V investigates the impact on security in time series from investor 
sentiment..  
Chapter VI makes empirical study on the interactive relationship between 
investor sentiment and security return in time series. 
Chapter VII exanimate how the investor sentiment and style investment interact 
one another. 
Chapter VIII integrates research results, draws research conclusions, and points 
out the deficiency of the research described in this paper, as well as the direction of 
research in the future. 
Major research conclusions are as follows:  
The results suggest that investor sentiment has significant effects on security 
returns in cross-section．The research has found that returns of the stocks with high 
levels of subjectivity, strong tendency towards speculation and great difficulty in 
arbitrage are heavily influenced by investor sentiment. 
In terms of aggregate effects on security returns in time series from investor 
sentiment, the results shows that there exists positive current and short term and 
negative long term relationship between investors sentiment and security portfolio 
return. 
There existing interactive relationship between investor sentiment and security 
return, and security return has impact on investor sentiment. 
Investor sentiment has significant explanations on “valuation effect”、“size 
effect” and so on, also style investment return has impact on investor  sentiment. 















paper is mainly reflected in the following aspects: 
In the perspective of research, based on the deviation of rational investors and 
limited arbitrage， this paper systematically examines the relationship between 
characteristics of company assets and investor sentiment, not only enrich the literature 
on behavioral asset pricing, as provides a new perspective on investor sentiment on 
the return of the asset pricing. 
In the research content. In this paper, we summarizes the previous investor 
sentiment index, and combined with the actual situation of China's securities market, 
in the study of the validity, continuity and availability, select the multiple index of 
investor sentiment index which is constructed and validity of the index were empirical 
evaluation. In addition, this paper uses structural index of investor sentiment to 
explain the common style of assets at a premium of momentum effect, size premium 
effect and so on. 
For the empirical test, there are some innovations. First, the investor sentiment 
has a different impact in the company which different in the corporate governance, 
corporate risk, etc. Second, the relationship between the sentiment and asset returns of 
investors, as the source of the assets of investors is the source of investor sentiment. 
The study on how investor sentiment impact on security return and how  they 
interact each other will enrich the behavior capital pricing theory and improve 
behavior finance research system. To the regulator, such study will help them pay 
attention to the potential market bubble and risk of security market crash and provide 
them with useful reference. To the investors, such study will help them lay down 
investment strategy to get excess return in security selection and market timing. 
The limitation of this paper is that it is not divided into specific investor 
sentiment types, and the realistic investment practice may have to complicate and 
enrich investor sentiment. Second, all kinds of investor sentiment may have a 
different impact on securities income. The overall investor sentiment did not 
distinguish between the specific securities investors emotional specific differences, 
and then in the measure of investor sentiment on the earnings of the portfolio may be 
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